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Executive Overview
As Payments Modernization initiatives emerge across the
globe, Financial Institutions (FIs) will begin a journey of
transformation to enable innovation. This paper analyzes
the benefits and challenges of payments transformation for
banks and customers, highlighting lessons learnt from key
modernization initiatives across the globe and outlining 10
hard realities that Canadian FIs and payments service
providers must overcome to benefit from the Canadian
Payments modernization initiative. The recommendations in
this research should help both large and small FIs who are
either just starting their modernization journey or are well
on their way.

Key Takeaways:
>> Payment modernization has arrived: Payment modernization

is emerging at the national level in markets across geographies,
introducing fast and frictionless transactions, FI-fintech collaboration,
data-driven analytics for enhanced payment performance, and a
deeper level of risk management and fraud control.

>> Banks will benefit: Banks will be charged with the task of

operationalizing these modernization efforts by launching new
services and products — and when they do, they’ll find new revenue
streams along with a path to operational efficiency.

>> Change in technology and organization required: The road to

modernization requires banks to invest in change in both technology
and organizational structure. Taking on these challenges will be a big
undertaking, but will open the door for FIs to move past legacy issues,
such as siloed teams and on-premise systems.
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Welcome to Payments Modernization:
Frictionless, Fast and Forward Looking
In markets across the globe, governments and banks are
rearchitecting the bones of their payment systems to enable
faster, frictionless transactions, which will ultimately make
businesses and consumers more productive and agile.
Modernization efforts differ by nation, but most aim to launch new fasterpayment high- and low-value rails, which are built with “overlays” and
APIs that enable banks and fintechs to design new revenue-generating
applications and services. These rails will support payments that rely on a
unified messaging protocol, ISO 20022. This messaging protocol provides
richer data and enables banks to run analytics that enable automation and
performance management to optimize operations and reduce overhead.
Finally, amid all this transformation, modernization efforts seek to reduce
the overall risk in financial systems by introducing speed and transparency
to settlement systems and liquidity management tools, as well as by
introducing secure identity databases.
For users, payments modernization in action means businesses and
consumers can originate transactions from any device or channel, moving
funds instantly and without excessive friction. Corporate customers will
experience a new level of automation and integration of payments into their
enterprise systems. Both corporates and consumers will access their most
cutting edge fintech apps through their bank accounts and infrastructure.

As these efforts take shape in markets across every region, there is a
growing global urgency for transformation in those nations that have not
yet endeavoured to change. Central banks and government agencies
must pursue modernization to ensure their nation’s position in the global
economy or they’ll be left behind as neighbouring markets transform the
corporate and consumer experience. Maybe even more pressing, domestic
modernization efforts will eventually lead to interoperability among nations
for a wider web of faster rails and collaborative environments. At that point,
any market that hasn’t launched a modernization initiative will be facing a
frustrated business community.
To operationalize all of this change from the national level, banks will need
to launch internal transformation programs to enable them to connect
to new rails, initiate fast and flexible auxiliary services, and develop a
collaborative environment that is technologically viable and financially
sound. All of this requires investment in time and financial resources.

The good news for banks is that modernization initiatives done
right will ultimately expand revenue potential, improve operational
efficiency, and lead to new levels of positive customer experience
in retail and corporate settings.
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In looking to understand the why behind modernization
efforts, banks should consider new initiatives as a puzzle
made up of equally important pieces:
EVENUE GENERATIO
R
W
N
NE

Frictionless/
automation

Pillars of Payment Modernization
>> Speed in payments: Many modernization efforts include the launch of

new, faster payment rails. Real-time payments mean faster transactions
and settlement, opening the door for new corporate services and giving
consumers fintech-style flexibility.

>> Data, intelligence, and analytics: Modernized payments are moving

to the ISO 20022 messaging format, enabling transactions to carry
rich data that will drive predictive analytics and intelligent performance
management for a new era in operational efficiency.

Speed

>> Collaboration and openness: Modernized payments systems are built

with scheme overlays and API frameworks that encourage banks and
fintechs to develop interconnected applications that will bring a new level
of agility to customers.

Uniﬁcation and
interoperability

Data and
intelligence

>> Security, safety, and soundness: Innovation in risk and fraud models

are key underpinnings of payment modernization efforts. These efforts
will change the game in risk management and introduce a much more
nuanced level of fraud coverage.

>> Interoperability and unification: In bringing disparate payment
Security

Collaboration

systems onto the same messaging protocol, banks are more likely to
build cost-saving unified management architecture. Unification will begin
inside the FI, but ultimately lead to cross-market interoperability.

>> Frictionless accessibility: Modernization efforts make every transaction
OP

ERA

TI O N A L E FFICIE N

CY

digital, unleashing true multidevice, multichannel capabilities that change
the game for corporate customers who are often still swimming in paper
and spreadsheets.
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The Road to
Modernization
in Canada
Canada’s modernization program is one of
the most comprehensive in the world in that
it aims to innovate across every payment
type consecutively, with each complementing
the other. Canada’s modernization effort,
which aims for complete ubiquity, will bring
speed, data enrichment, collaboration, and
enhanced risk models to corporate and
retail payments with the goal of fostering
operational efficiency and innovation.
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The Road to Modernization in Canada
Canada’s payments modernization timeline includes:

SOE: Modernizing
Batch Payments

Time: SOE First Update with
Third Exchange Window Complete,
Expansion through 2022

>> As a first phase, automated fund transfers

will be sped up with a third daily exchange
window and funds availability within two
hours of origination.

>> Ultimately a new system, SOE, will replace

the current Automated Clearing Settlement
System (ACSS) and US Batch Exchange
(USBE), migrating batch payments
to ISO 20022, introducing a new risk
model and accepting new direct clearing
organizations.

Lynx: Remaking Large
Value Transfer

Time: First Release in 2021

>> Lynx will replace the current Large Value

Transfer System (LVTS) with an ISO 20022
standard-based system, processing critical
high-value payments in real time and
complying with strict Bank of Canada risk
management regulations through liquidity
management and enhanced reporting.
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Real-Time
Rails

Time: First Release in 2020 with
Expansion through 2022

>> New 24 x 7 x 365 real-time rails will be

introduced for low-value commercial and
retail payments with real-time clearing and
immediate funds availability. Built on ISO
20022, the scheme will support an overlay
for third-party-developed applications
as well as a digital alias directory so that
payments can be sent to parties without
exposing account details.
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As Banks Prepare for Modernization:
A Call to Action
As Financial Institutions seek to operationalize new modernized
payment systems, they’ll need to invest in organizational
and technology changes. They can take this challenge on in
measured phases.
1. Unify: Payments modernization touches nearly every payment system
in the bank, so preparing for change requires moving past siloed
teams for a unified approach to transformation.
2. Think 360: Modernization is about more than connecting to
faster rails. It requires strategic change around every supporting
system from payment initiation in the channel to settlement and
reconciliation.
3. Collaborate: As modernized systems open the door for banking and
fintech collaboration, FIs will need to launch organizational initiatives
around vetting and partnering with fintechs.
4. Think Cloud: Cloud systems offer simpler implementation of
processing systems and collaborative frameworks, as well as a path
to payment unification. This may be the time for banks to move past
their fear of cloud.
5. Preach payments: As banks change their internal systems, corporate
customers will also have to change the way they engage with banking
systems. Banks must be proactive in educating their corporate clients
on emerging services and benefits.
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Modernization starts here
A timeline for change

Step 1:

Organizational
Change

Ultimately, organizations
should look to unify their
payment processing
systems, and that’ll mean
getting teams from
varying lines of business
aligned. Once that occurs,
it’ll be easier to plan and
to find budget for change.

Step 2:
Gain
Guidance

Nations which are
newer to payment
modernization
efforts are lucky –
they can learn from
the experience of
markets that have
already launched.
The best way to do
this is to seek guidance
from advisories or
consultancies which
have worked on
these efforts.

Step 3:

Bring
Customers
in Early

This shouldn’t be a
build-it-and-they-willcome effort. Educating
customers early –
even before systems
are live – is a great
way to gain important
development input
while priming the
market for sales.

Step 4:
Assess
Systems

Modernization
doesn’t mean a
complete rip-andreplace of payment
systems. Gauge which
payment platforms
are successful and
seek a transformation
framework which
can orchestrate
management across
existing and
new systems.
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Step 5:

Prepare
for Phased
Adoption

Many new payment
platforms are built
on micro-service
architectures which
allow banks to adopt
business services for
payments as they
make sense.

Step 6:

Create a
Marketplace
Mentality

Partnerships are more
important than ever in
the world of payment
modernization. As you
create the infrastructural
underpinnings for
collaboration, work on
the fintech partnership
necessary to populate
the marketplace.
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Modernized Payments Emerge Across the Globe
Today, 40 countries are live with faster payments and nearly 20 more will launch initiatives over the next two years.
But not all schemes are created equal. Some focus on driving instant consumer payments or specifically large value
corporate transactions, while others have taken a more comprehensive modernization approach, transforming
interbank systems with near-real-time settlement and clearing for all payment types.
One major lesson learned in recent years is that the state of payment
modernization is not static. The U.K., which launched Faster Payments
in 2008 (now running 120 million transactions a month), is in the midst
of a new wave of modernization, which will unify the clearing of BACs,
Faster Payments, and cheque imaging in a shared architecture with an
overlay system that supports third-party application development and
collaboration. Back in 2008 it wasn’t likely that regulators or banks would
have imagined supporting outside innovation and collaboration.

The U.K.’s second wave of modernization teaches newer real-time
markets to invest in technology that is scalable enough to handle
inevitable change and innovation as the assumption should always be
that new payment types, channels, and features are on the horizon.
Beyond the often-referenced U.K. market, there are lessons to be
learned from countries across regions as many move into payment
modernization with their own views on effective adoption.

Header
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Five Countries to Know:
Modernization Lessons Learned
Australia: NPP is a Model of Change
In 2012, the Reserve Bank of Australia set out to modernize its payment
system with the New Payment Platform (NPP), an ISO 20022 messaging
scheme that would support real-time retail and corporate banking payments
and was designed to support overlay services. NPP was launched with
PayID, a digital identification system that enables consumers and businesses
to send money to each other without exposing account details.
NPP is based on a distributed architecture in which each participating
bank has interconnected payment gateways, as opposed to a centralized
hub. Additionally, each participating institution has a settlement account
with the central bank, and NPP uses this centrality to enable real-time
settlement. The system went live in 2018 starting with the Osko overlay
service, which provides instant P2P service and will soon expand to
request-to-pay services.
While NPP has established connectivity with six retail banks and a slew of
smaller retail financial institutions through banking service hubs, participating
banks are far behind on adoption plans. Specifically, while they’re
connected on the backend, they haven’t updated supporting systems for
the launch of customer-facing services.
Participating banks have said their legacy core systems are more difficult
to upgrade than expected. NPP — like other ISO 20022–based systems

— is lauded for its data rich capabilities, but without consumer use,
the data is not flowing, and new services won’t be created. All of this is
expected to be resolved, but the process is slow.
In the meantime, three of Australia’s largest banks launched Beem It, a
real-time payments system running on debit rails, which enables P2P
and P2B real-time money transfer via mobile apps activated by QR
codes. A next step for Beem It may be to enable POS payments in which
merchants can scan the QR code for payment and receive their funds
immediately direct from bank accounts.

Lesson Learned:
Even with government-led modernization, the
internal drive within banks can be a challenge.
As countries push for modernization, they need to
walk in step with banks as they invest in internal
transformation. Meanwhile, banks will need to work
with their corporate customers, which also have to
invest in modernization readiness.
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Five Countries to Know:
Modernization Lessons Learned
United States: The Wild West of
Real-Time Payments?
The United States is making its way to faster, modernized payments
one fragment at a time. Through combined efforts, transformation
will eventually touch every corporate and consumer payment, except
merchant/retail transactions. That last piece is a source of contention
for the country.
It all began in 2016, when NACHA, the national clearing house for ACH,
launched Same Day ACH, introducing same-day settlement for batch
payments. Things heated up in 2017, when Early Warning Services (EWS)
launched Zelle, a real-time P2P service running on debit rails, delivering
the first immediate payment service in the U.S. EWS is co-owned by seven
of the largest banks, and within the first year surpassed leading fintech
offerings, such as Venmo.
The same year, The Clearing House (TCH), which processes about half
the country’s ACH transactions, launched its Real Time Payments (RTP)
network, supporting immediate interbank payments, with near-real-time
settlement through a multilateral deferred net settlement model, for
commercial and retail use cases, all based on ISO 20022, along with an
overlay system. TCH, which is owned by 24 of the country’s largest banks,
is steadily signing up institutions of all sizes, aiming for ubiquity by 2020.

TCH and EWS have avoided touching retail payments, and this has
resulted in protests from merchants that demand real-time payments.
Additionally, there has been a backlash from smaller banks that don’t
want to invest in a modernization system owned by competitive big
institutions. As a result, in 2018, the Federal Reserve announced it would
consider launching yet another national real-time scheme.

Lesson Learned:
Ubiquity is a key goal in modernized payments.
A comprehensive payments system requires
availability to financial services organizations of all sizes
with simplicity in connectivity and fairness in pricing.
In an open market, banks find themselves investing in
multiple initiatives, which can be costly and complicated.
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Five Countries to Know:
Modernization Lessons Learned
Poland: Tackling Consumer, Merchant,
and Business Challenges on Evolving
Real-Time Rails
Poland has been a hotbed of faster payment innovation since 2012 when
clearing house Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa (KIR) launched Express Elixir, a
real-time account-to-account settlement scheme, relying on the country’s
central bank as the intermediary.
That expanded in 2015 to include mobile P2P, enabling consumers
to zap each other immediate funds using only a phone number as an
identifier. Now Elixir Express is widening its use cases with real-time
person-to-government (P2G) payments. To date, Elixir has signed 12
direct commercial banking participants and nearly 60 community banks
through centralized payment hubs, reaching nearly three-quarters of the
country’s banked population.
With modernized rails available, the next frontier of innovation for Poland
became merchant and small business payments. The Polish Payment
Standards, representing six of the country’s largest banks, launched BLIK,
a retail payments scheme that enables direct-from-account transactions
in-store and online, running on Express Elixir. Consumers pay merchants
without ever hitting the Visa, Mastercard, or American Express rails, and
the system delivers funds to merchants in real time.

The next step for Poland? Express Elixir is built on ISO 20022, making
it ready to expand to commercial payment types, but specific plans
have yet to be announced. In the meantime, Poland is gearing up for
open banking with a centralized organization, PolishAPI, establishing a
standardized API framework.

Lesson Learned:
Payments modernization can occur in a
multi-prong, phased approach. Countries
that begin with consumer payments modernization have
the advantage of socializing innovation with the larger
public, making it easier to introduce more complex
government and commercial use cases.
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Five Countries to Know:
Modernization Lessons Learned
India: Defining the Overlay Approach
“Overlay” may be one of the most important terms in payment
modernization. Forward-looking countries, including the U.S., Australia,
and Canada, are building payment schemes with overlays that enable
third parties to develop applications to run directly atop infrastructure.
The approach is central to a collaborative ecosystem.
India is the most adept at this overlay strategy. The Indian government
aligned with banks and technology vendors to build the Unified Payments
Interface (UPI), a real-time inter-bank payments system, linked to an
API development stack, which allows a range of parties to develop
financial services running directly on the rails. Referred to as the “India
Stack,” UPI also includes a Virtual Payment Address (VPA) system, which
enables parties to send funds to each other without revealing account
information. Meanwhile UPI is also linked to a national biometric identity
database, which brought identification to a large swath of the population
without credentials and supports national seamless authentication.

Lesson Learned:
When government leads payment
transformation in collaboration with third
parties, change occurs quickly. India has a healthy
collaborative system with innovative apps running
on bank rails, benefiting both consumers and
businesses. It should be noted that India’s rapid
innovation was quickly accepted because it addressed
an outdated system and stakeholders desperately
needed change.

Innovation has flourished. UPI supports everything from dynamic lending
at the retail point-of-sale to dynamically priced cross-border commercial
payments. Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) is one of the most used
digital payments schemes in the world, supporting nearly three million
transactions a day.
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Five Countries to Know:
Modernization Lessons Learned
Switzerland: Modernizing Payments in
a “Big Bang” Approach
In Switzerland real-time payments are table stakes. The country has been
running its SIX SIC Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system for both
retail and commercial payments since 1987. But like the U.K., the country
is undergoing another wave of payment modernization, transitioning
all transactions (including those in euros and francs) to an ISO 20022
messaging system and opening the door for unification and data-driven
services. Every bank in the country completed initial connectivity by the
end of 2018.
Meanwhile, Switzerland has also seen the emergence of two
ISO 20022–based direct debit schemes, one operated by the Swiss
banks and the other by Swiss Post’s PostFinance. The next phase of
innovation will transform billing with a feature called QR-bill, which
enables businesses to provide a QR code holding all billing data,
replacing invoices and receipts.

Lesson Learned:
Incorporating ISO 20022 in payments
opens the door for a wide range of new
payment types and services. In the early days, use
cases may seem narrow — handling basic billing or
invoicing — but over time use cases will expand and
transform the way enterprises handle accounting and
management a range of other systems.

This latest advancement is an early sign of how corporates will begin to
use new payment types to automate processes and reduce reliance on
manual processes. This transition reflects businesses’ need to alter their
internal accounting systems to take advantage of payment innovation.
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For Every Opportunity,
a Hard Reality to
First Overcome
As modernization efforts take shape across
the globe, opportunity and innovation can
only be attained once financial institutions
and payment providers overcome some
tough realities. Here are 10 hard realities
to overcome on the road to opportunity in
payment modernization.
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1. The Road to ROI
The Hard Reality:
Financial institutions see the relevance in payment speed, but not
necessarily the immediate ROI linked to investment in modernization.
To support new real-time payments connectivity, financial institutions
worldwide will add to their payment spend in IT hardware, software, and
services by 6% in 2018, growing to 10% by 2020, reaching an extra $4.1
billion by 2022. That’s only a fraction of the investment needed to truly
modernize payments. The full investment could include unified structure
for all payment types, as well as injecting data, analytics, and automation
into the mix, costing an individual bank anywhere from $150 million to
$400 million in initial investment.
But financial institutions can’t assume they’ll see an increase in payment
transaction revenue to support the investment. While payment
transaction fees make up about a third of banking revenue, and are
predicted to continue growing YoY, the margins are challenged as volume
grows, fees for some payment types shrink, and competition from
fintechs mounts.

50%

Particularly in faster payments, consumers have become
accustomed to low-cost services. As an example, about
50% of U.S. consumers have adopted non-fee P2P
services through a fintech or bank. These users would
not likely welcome a sudden fee for services.

The opportunities may be a bit brighter on the commercial front where
speed and modernization solve pressing problems for both banks and
their corporate customers, such as manual processing, siloed systems,
and slow settlement.

The Opportunity:
In many countries, including Canada, banks will be required to connect
to modernized systems. The good news is that these investments will be
offset somewhat by revenue related to new products, in addition to massive
savings from operational efficiency. In the longer term, these investments will
prepare banks to adopt innovation they can’t yet even foresee.
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Here’s a breakdown of what banks can expect from their modernization
investment:

Modernized Payments Spawn New Products:
The move to ISO 20022–based payments will fuel an explosion
of data-rich transactions, enabling:
>> New transaction types: One common example is “request-to-pay”

transactions, which enable businesses to request payment from
consumers or businesses along with a digital bill or invoice. Payments
can be made and tracked within the same transaction. The whole
process can be integrated into enterprise accounting software to
support automation. The innovation possibilities are endless, and new
services will spur revenue.

>> Intelligence dashboards and services: Where there is data, there

is the opportunity to run analytics, produce insights, and drive a
new kind of dynamic or automated decisioning. As new transactions
carry more data, they’ll fuel insights services to support performance
predictability and intelligent routing, among a wide range of revenuegenerating services.

>> Overlays make innovation endless: With overlay capabilities,

Operational efficiencies introduced by modernized systems:
>> Data, intelligence, and operationalized insights: The insight

services enabled by data-rich transactions will result in operational
efficiencies that save institutions millions of dollars a year. As just
one example, financial institutions spend many hours repairing
errors or exceptions in payment instructions, which limits automated,
straight-through processing. Analytics-based monitoring can spot
errors, recommend changes, and in some cases automatically
make corrections. Data-driven analytics can additionally be used in
intelligent routing and pricing negotiation. Overall, the investment in
cognitive automation as part of modernization could result in massive
savings in time and human resource.

>> New choices in infrastructure and management: In the move

to modernization, the market will see the rise of cloud-based,
payments-as-a-service opportunities, which will reduce the cost of
implementation and ongoing management.

>> Replace paper: Digital payments, supported by rich messaging, will

modernized networks will enable banks and third parties to develop
new services that can run directly on modernized rails, taking
advantage of speed and richer data capabilities. Each overlay service
is likely to generate new revenue and widen use.

reduce the need for paper cheques, which cost banks money and
labour to process.
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2. Innovation Redux
The Hard Reality:

The Opportunity:

As countries modernize their payment infrastructure, financial institutions
are encouraged to adopt hub technology, which could ease connectivity
to new real-time schemes while integrating management across their
existing web of processing systems.

National modernization initiatives simply force the issue of payment
infrastructure investment and refresh. As financial institutions across the
globe adopt new real-time payment rails, they’re at a turning point and
must ask themselves whether they’ll invest in new technology for one
payment type or whether they’ll invest more widely to unify and optimize
their processing systems.

This all sounds promising, but there’s a fundamental problem: banks have
seen previous waves of payment hub innovation and investment fall short
either because the technology didn’t deliver or the organization was not
prepared to deploy it to the fullest potential.
In some cases, the initiatives were just too broad and unwieldy, requiring
them to rip-and-replace existing systems too quickly. Often vendors
sold on the capability to combine corporate and retail payments, even
though the bank’s internal organizations and budgets were not designed
to handle such radical change and unification. Finally, sometimes the
technology was just not mature enough and couldn’t scale to meet rising
volume or the increasing complexity of banking needs.
Ultimately, banks ended up stringing together their legacy systems
with newer components, even though they were largely redundant and
difficult to manage.

In many cases, banks will look to payment
hub strategies that:
>> Process a new payment type as a starting point
>> O
 rchestrate the management across multiple
existing payment systems
>> Implement a microservices architecture
>> Run payment processing in the cloud, on-premise,
or in a hybrid scenario for ease of implementation
>> S
 upport the emergence of analytics, insights,
automation, and decisioning
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3. Unified Payments in a Siloed Organization?
The Hard Reality:
Modernization is largely focused on unifying systems to reduce existing
redundancies, but that’s not simple when payment teams or units are siloed.
Banks frequently split the management of payments across retail
and corporate banking environments, sometimes by payment type or
channel, often by region. With these silos comes separate budgets and
strategic initiatives.
The technology ramifications of such silos are deep, and can be seen in
fragmented data, costly redundant systems, and a lack of management
capabilities necessary for real-time systems. For example, now that banks
will be required to manage liquidity for settlement in real time across
both retail and corporate payments, they’ll need combined visibility and
orchestration across systems.
Maybe most troubling is that these siloes can stifle innovation at a time
when Payments Modernization specifically requires organizations to adopt
a growth mindset culture. It becomes very difficult to innovate for change
when teams are not aligned and systems are not integrated.

The Opportunity:
Payments modernization should drive organizational and cultural change
alongside technology change. National modernization efforts that require
banking connectivity open the doors for this change.
In this effort, banks will need to build cross-functional, cross-unit payment
transformation working groups to align strategies.

This should be considered both a business and IT program, focusing on
modernizing both technology and business processes.
One goal for these cross-functional groups will be to jointly facilitate
programs that move past commoditized payments. Cross-team groups
can make payments central to digital transformation efforts, delivering
improved customer experience through new products, value-added
services and boundless connectivity.
To get started, cross-organizational working groups can mirror those that
have been formed to usher in new data strategies, as well as AI and digital
transformation projects. This working group should also enlist the services
of integrators or advisors who can objectively facilitate a wider strategy.
Cross-functional teams should focus on the following:

>>
>>
>>
>>

Integration of payment processing systems across units
Greater transparency of processing systems across payments
Orchestration and management across systems
Unified performance monitoring with configurable dashboards still
needed in retail and corporate settings, for example
>> A shared framework to manage third-party collaboration (although
services may differ in corporate and retail)
>> A shared fraud and AML framework with cross-payment, cross-unit
visibility of entities
>> Shared access for all units upon adoption of a new settlement scheme
or channel
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4. The Collaboration Conundrum
The Hard Reality:
Love it or hate it, “open banking” lies at the centre of payment
modernization. In open banking, financial institutions provide APIs that
enable fintechs to access customer data and deposit accounts for the
provisioning of new financial services to consumers and corporates.
In Europe, regulators issued the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2),
which requires banks to participate in open banking with the goal of
enforcing innovation and competition in payments and related services.
Those regulations have influenced adoption in markets across the globe.
Regulators in Canada, Mexico, and all over Asia are considering adoption
of regulations or standardized frameworks.
Open banking is important in light of modernization for a few reasons.
First, many new payment schemes are built with overlay capabilities, or
the ability to enable third parties and banks to design new services that
run organically atop faster payment rails. What’s more, faster, data-driven
payments simply lend themselves to a wider set of innovation.
But banks have legitimate concerns about these collaborative systems.
They fear they could become the pipes behind an innovation ecosystem
led by fintechs that are nimble enough to nab revenue and, worse,
become the customer’s primary financial relationship.

75%

By 2021, 75% of Global 200 banks will have established
open banking APIs with their key business partners,
but revenue earned from third parties will be less
than 10% of total revenue.

The Opportunity:
The positive side of open banking is clearly innovation and the ability to
more rapidly innovate services that make use of emerging faster payment
rails and generate new revenue.
To get ahead of this transformation, banks will need to take a leading
position in coopetition by facilitating new fintech relationships, monetizing
data, and building their own competitive fintech-like products. In the
long run, traditional banks could feasibly act as fintechs themselves,
interconnecting through other banking systems.
As banks look to modernize their systems, and facilitate partnerships with
fintechs, they’ll invest in payment hub architecture built to support the
interface with this new ecosystem of partners. In fact, banks will see the
open API as a new channel for origination and service provisioning.

Nevertheless, banks know they can’t avoid this transformation, so they’re
beginning to invest despite not having a clear road to monetization of
these partnerships.
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It will be important along the way for banks to avoid being relegated to
the backend of this ecosystem. They’ll need to facilitate partnerships with
fintechs that enable their branding and deep customer relationships to
be present in transactions.

This will drive banks to rethink their
technology — creating the “connected core”
or the ability to pro-actively open core
systems that facilitate the participation in
open marketplaces. By 2020, 25% of all
banks will have achieved a connected core,
according to IDC.

Make credibility key: Commercial customers want change and
innovation, but they can’t bear the risk of partnering with unstable
fintechs. They’re looking to banks to facilitate partnerships with the most
credible service providers.
Support marketplaces: Many banks are creating fintech marketplaces
in which they host third-party providers in a unified customer-facing
environment. These partners offer pre-integrated services and can be
consumed in a modular fashion. Banks may find their clearest path to
monetization through these marketplace environments since they’ll
have consistent control and management of relationships. Expect to see
the emergence of commercial banking marketplaces, which will include
cross-border payments options, real-time liquidity, and trade finance
manageability tools.

25%

As banks move into this new collaborative world, they will:
Facilitate innovation through investment: In the earliest days of open
banking, some tier 1 financial institutions created innovation labs in which
they invited fintechs to develop applications in a tested environment.
Now the most forward-thinking of banks are investing capital in fintechs
that they know can best extend their own offerings. In some cases, banks
are acquiring these companies as they become fintechs themselves.
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5. Cloud Dreams and Realities
The Hard Reality:
The cloud has a lot to give when it comes to payment transformation.
Implementing payment platforms on a hosted or public cloud can enable
a simpler path toward payment scheme connectivity and open the door
to more complete managed services.
But gaining buy-in for cloud adoption is still a difficult journey at
traditional financial institutions. While banks are increasingly placing more
applications in the cloud, they still express security and stability concerns,
especially as they relate to mission-critical applications.

It is likely that investment in cloud-based payments will mirror
cloud-based core adoption.
16%

31%

33%

20%

What’s more, payments live largely in on-premise legacy infrastructure
(think mainframe) and are integrated into core and/or channel systems.
Untangling the web across channel, core, and payments can be
complicated.
PRIVATE
CLOUDCLOUD
PRIVATE

Overall cloud use is growing. Currently
60% of banks use the public cloud to
run “more than a couple of applications,”
while 24.5% use it for only a couple
of applications.

PUBLICPUBLIC
CLOUDCLOUD

60%
16% plan to move systems to
the private cloud in the next
24 months.
31% run some portion of the
core on a private cloud currently.
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33% run some portion of supporting core
processes in the public cloud currently.
20% plan to move a portion of their core
banking capabilities to the public cloud in
the next 24 months.
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>> Data, analytics, compute: Cloud-enabled payments systems provide

The Opportunity:
The cloud is not likely to be an all-or-nothing scenario — and the concept
of cloud adoption in phases jibes with a phased modernization process.
For both payment and core systems, banks will begin by moving portions
of their ecosystem in stages, relying on a combination of private and
public cloud to host individual systems or using payments as a service
(PaaS), which deliver an end-to-end payments management and
infrastructure experience.
A few key benefits will guide banks toward payment processing in the
cloud, including:

>> Consume-as-you-need: Cloud architectures enable elasticity and

lend themselves to a microservices architecture in which banks can
adopt components of a payment system as needed through a simple
API. This directly addresses the historic challenge of taking an allor-nothing approach to payments transformation. It also enables
banks to proactively cope with the large unknowns in faster payments
adoption and volumes.

>> Scalability to new schemes: It is a given that new payment

schemes will continue to flourish across the globe, requiring banks to
continue the path to new adoption. In Europe, banks find themselves
connecting to domestic schemes in individual countries, as well as to
SEPA Instant Credit Transfer and a range of fintech-provided overlay
services. Going to the cloud enables banks to more quickly connect
to new real-time payment schemes as abstraction of infrastructure
of services. This, along with a library of integration APIs, enables
accelerated connectivity.

built-in data engineering and analytics capabilities, backing them up
with the compute necessary to scale. These tools are purpose-built
to cleanse and architect data for algorithms, which are trained on
specific industry problems but can be adjusted for an individual bank’s
needs. Payment analytics will now be accessible to banks of all sizes
without requiring them to build out extensive data science teams.

>> Choice in management models: In every country moving toward

modernization, there are banks that are moving in step (or ahead) of
the larger initiatives and those that need more guidance in improving
back-end and front-end systems. Surprisingly, this isn’t always
defined by the size of the banks. Many cloud offerings are paired with
managed services that can be complete or partial.

>> A new view of cloud security and compliance: Moving data

off-premise is daunting for banks that have serious security and
compliance concerns. Yet public cloud and/or PaaS providers have
matured their programs with security and compliance checks that
sometimes surpass those that banks hold internally. Most have
data-in-transit encryption, secured connections, layered firewalls,
and a clear data and privacy compliance plan. Additionally, they
require their banking participants to become certified to meet their
own security requirements. Because these providers stretch across
multiple financial institutions, they are under increased scrutiny from
regulators and pressure to ensure attack-proof systems. Banking
security teams are getting to know their cloud counterparts and trust
is building.
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6. Plight of Smaller Financial Institutions
The Hard Reality:
Smaller institutions find themselves in a bind when it comes to payments
modernization. On the one hand, they can’t avoid adoption, and on the
other hand they don’t have the budget of their larger counterparts to
tackle big projects.
In some markets, smaller institutions have little choice, as all banks are
required by regulators to adopt new payment types. But even in open
markets where faster payment adoption isn’t required, these institutions
can’t avoid the pressure from their customers to add more payment
types and functionality.
How do smaller organizations adopt the same level of value-added
payments without the intensive investment?

The Opportunity:
Smaller organizations will find the answer to simpler, less expensive
adoption of modernized payments systems in “as-a-service” offerings.

Payments-as-a-service providers manage applications, data, runtime, and
most importantly purpose-built features that are real-time payment ready
and designed to support a collaborative marketplace environment as
banks look to link in fintechs.
The move to payments as a service mirrors focused solutions consumed by
other parts of the banks. As a result, there are a growing number of banks
utilizing so-called industry-specific clouds. In a 2018 survey of banks:

>> 60% said they use an industry-specific cloud for as-a-service
solutions
>> 30% said they’ll participate in one in the next 24 months
>> 10% don’t have plans to use one

It’s very likely that smaller banks will begin with real-time payments in the
cloud and then move other payment types on board as they gain trust
in a new system. They should seek providers that know how to enable
smaller institutions to manage across hybrid on-premise and cloud
payment systems.

Where banks overall are moving to a wide range of cloud-based
implementations, payments as a service is a relatively new concept in
which banks can consume the processing of one or all payments as a
service along with auxiliary features ranging from liquidity management
to AML screening.
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7. Fraud Fears Accelerate With Speed in Payments
The Hard Reality:
For countries moving to real-time payments, the past can be haunting.
Historically, the launch of new faster payment systems has also
introduced spikes in fraud attempts.
It’s a simple equation: fraudsters like real-time payments because once
transactions move, they can’t be revoked; the money leaves the system.
What’s more, fraudsters know new products and services of any kind are
vulnerable to the unforeseen.
The U.K. was the first to experience this problem. When Faster Payments
went live in 2008, the market saw a 132% spike in fraud from the previous
year, which stabilized only after banks began to implement hard limits on
users and finally beefed up real-time fraud monitoring.
Unfortunately, this phenomenon became a pattern. When U.S. P2P
service Zelle moved to real time in 2017, some early adopters saw
double-digit basis points of fraud loss, which was reduced once fraud
systems were adapted.
In the age of payment modernization, it is crucial that fraud prevention
play a role in enabling innovation as opposed to prohibiting it. It can’t be
the fear that prevents banks from investing in modernization.

85%

By 2021, 85% of all financial institutions will use
AI-enabled predictive analytic solutions for identity
verification to mitigate fraud and drive false positive
reduction across all payment types.

The Opportunity:
Data is the fuel of a successful fraud strategy. AI-based fraud tools scan
mountains of data in real time to stop risky payments before they leave
the door, without stifling the good transactions.
In payment modernization efforts, ISO 20022 messaging introduces
a wide range of new data points to feed these fraud systems. In
commercial payments, for example, where payments will travel along
with invoices and rich entity data, fraud systems will gain an extended
view of originators, beneficiaries, and their historic relationships to spot
anomalous patterns and prevent fraud.
Additionally, fraud systems will widen their scope to prevent attacks and
losses in collaborative systems — for example, monitoring and scoring
transactions that may have been originated by a third party or fintech but
travel through the bank’s system.
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Finally, amid the payments data rush and with the processing scalability
of the cloud, fraud systems will be able to continuously analyze patterns
across users and accounts, gaining enough of a vision to predict attacks
before they even occur.

As banks educate their corporate clients about transitioning faster,
modernized payments, they should directly address the very real
challenges that have occurred over the years, but also introducing the
benefits of detection in a new data-rich world.

Key Questions in the Search for Payment Modernization Fraud Coverage
>> C
 an the system “read” and analyze this new treasure
trove of payments data?

>> Is the fraud solution cloud-based and able to integrate
with a newly designed payment hub?

>> C
 an the solution’s analytics models easily adapt for new
data as it is produced?

>> C
 an the fraud solution provide coverage for all channels
— with scalability to add new integration over time?

>> C
 an the fraud strategy scale to meet new payment types
and schemes?

>> C
 an the fraud solution provide inbound and outbound
monitoring?

>> D
 oes the fraud strategy take into account prevention in a
collaborative (open API) ecosystem?
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8. Courting Corporates
The Hard Reality:
The average Canadian consumer already lives in a perceived world of
low-cost or free real-time payments, with multidevice and multichannel
access. Now commercial customers are seeking parity, demanding
fintech-style innovation ranging from multichannel access to application
personalization — and they don’t expect it to be costly.
Banks will need to answer this call for innovation and figure out a way
to monetize new services. The first step on this journey will be to work
with corporate treasury customers to identify and prioritize their biggest
challenges and then map payment modernization capabilities directly.
That will require significant outreach and educational efforts.

The Opportunity:
For both corporates and smaller businesses, the problems in payments
are steep — and they’re more likely to adopt new features that solve
these problems, even at a cost.
A modernized payments system introduces speed, intelligence,
automation, and choice — each of which is an antidote to the serious
problems facing large corporations and small businesses alike.
Don’t underestimate speed: While real-time payments are considered a
basic tenet of a modernized system, they should not be underestimated
in addressing corporate customer need. Businesses wait days for

payments to clear and settle after an invoice has been sent and physical
goods ship. This stresses their working capital, and results in an ongoing
borrowing cycle.
Additionally, faster payments don’t come in one flavour. Many countries
will have options in domestic, retail, commercial, and cross-border payment
types — each with a different rate of speed and cost. Modernizing systems
enables banks to write business rules that give them the most cost and
time efficient choices they need, resulting in massive savings.
Cross-border — a multihop problem: Companies that do business
across borders generally rely on SWIFT for large-value, cross-border
payments. Until recently, when SWIFT launched the Global Payment
Initiative (GPI), that was a slow process — and it will remain costly. Now
many alternative options are emerging, including third-party services
that provide accessibility across multiple schemes with built-in price
negotiation, foreign exchange, and routing. A modernized payment
infrastructure will support connectivity to a multitude of payment options
with visibility and management dashboards, among other features.
Automation of cash management and processing: Corporate
customers spend a lot of time and manual effort on reconciliation of
invoices with electronic and paper-based transactions. In a modernized
payment system, data-rich messaging will drive natural integration into
ERP systems, enabling automated reconciliation, reducing manual hours
and operational spend.
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Supply chain, trade management: Without syncing money movement
with supply chain, corporations find themselves spending many manual
hours tracking the positioning of payments, associating this with shipped
orders. Misreporting can result in unnecessary collection efforts,
financing cycles, and a host of other challenges. Modernized payments
bring speed, visibility, and automation, and change the game in the
supply chain management.
Rise of the corporate services marketplace: Increasingly modernized
rails are becoming the enabler of ecosystem or marketplace economies.
Corporates, which already largely depend on third-party processors and
services providers, will be the first to participate in an open, collaborative
environment in which the services can be decoupled and rolled out to
solve problems taking days as opposed to months of coding for change.
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9. The Road to Interoperability
The Hard Reality:
In a perfect world, payment modernization initiatives would place
real-time, interoperable global payments as a central goal. Current
efforts don’t necessarily strive for that utopia, but they could enable an
ecosystem of rich new alternatives.
Cross-border payments have long been the antithesis of modernization
— defined as slow, costly, largely manual, and therefore difficult to
manage. While systems like SWIFT are ubiquitous, they depend on a
web of intermediary institutions that sit along a single payment flow
without offering each other true transparency. This limits automation in
instruction, messaging repairs, simple foreign exchange calculations, and
other processes.
As countries work to modernize domestic schemes they are building
the pillars of what could fuel global interoperability, but they still fall
short. While domestic schemes are built on ISO 20022, which should
enable interoperability and clearer communication, they use varying
implementations of the messaging protocol, which limits communication.
But beyond messaging, there would need to be an alignment of central
banks and other stakeholders on the same network, with real-time
liquidity management, to clear and settle funds in real time. This is way
outside the realm of current initiatives.

Yet without a global push, cross-border commerce will continue to
suffer, which is especially troubling as ecommerce and global business
are ripe for growth. As a result, the concept of cross-border, realtime interoperability continues to lurk in every modernization strategy
discussion.

The Opportunity:
While interoperability across domestic schemes is ideal, for the
meantime, modernization efforts will focus on supporting a wider range
of cross-border alternatives with evolving payment infrastructure. As
financial institutions invest in unified payments, they’ll look to support
dynamic routing and management across a range of payment types,
including ones they know and others that will be completely new,
including:
SWIFT GPI: SWIFT has made significant strides in addressing challenges
with the launch of the GPI, which upgrades the cross-border messaging
system to make transactions faster and easier to track between
correspondent banking hops, and provides more reporting for when
payments are received and cleared. Having gotten banks on board
in 2018, SWIFT is now exploring interconnectivity with blockchainbased cross-border initiatives, as well as projects to interconnect for
ecommerce and trade ecosystems.
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Blockchain-based initiatives: As importantly, there are significant
cross-border blockchain initiatives that aim to make payments real time,
less expensive, immutable, transparent, and ultimately more secure and
easier to manage. These networks move digital assets that generally
reflect the value of a fiat currency, and provide the ability to settle and
clear in a more straightforward, bank-to-bank transaction.
Ripple was one of the first to market offering real-time cross-border
payments based on its own issued digital currency with real-time
settlement and built-in foreign exchange capabilities. JPMC launched its
JPM Coin, a stable coin representing the U.S. dollar, which could also be
used as a clearing and settlement instrument for cross-border payments
as well as supporting securities trading and transfer.
Most recently IBM launched World Wire, the first network to enable a
multitude of digital assets as clearing and settlement tools representing
fiat currency. World Wire sends transactions with built-in value,
instruction, and entity data through a distributed network, eliminating the
need for intermediaries and enabling simultaneous, real-time clearing
and settlement. World Wire will act as a hub of sorts — enabling any-toany institution transactions.

Third-party providers of cross-border services: A number of third
parties are now offering cross-border services in which they manage the
connectivity, pricing, and contract negotiations for emerging cross-border
schemes. In some cases, they offer real-time money movement that
depends on prefunded or credited liquidity accounts, enabling an asneeded cross-border system for corporates. In other cases, they’ll handle
the connectivity to new schemes.
It is likely that the answer will not be found in a single option, but in the
ability to connect to many schemes. With so many options, modernization
efforts in a bank may be around enabling as many of these options as
makes sense through a payment hub strategy that enables multirail
connectivity, unified processing, intelligent routing, and ultimately a single
management layer.
Additionally, in a collaborative payments ecosystem, these third parties
will link in to traditional banking systems through open APIs, enabling
consumers and businesses alike to access services that are fully
integrated into their overall payment options and management systems.
In the longer term, it is expected that domestic schemes will begin to
interoperate, enabling cross-border payments that fit a wider number
of use cases across both consumer and corporate environments.
Even as modernization efforts look to link in outside schemes, they
should continue to consider options for domestic expansion into global
connectivity.
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10. Intrepid Innovation is Not Always Welcome
The Hard Reality:

The Opportunity:

When it comes to big technology initiatives, banks are focused on digital
transformation, and they don’t see payments as a crucial part of the
Digital Transformation (DX) journey. But payments teams should make
the case to align these initiatives as modernization aims for the same key
goals as DX: improved customer experience, operational efficiency, and
openness for innovation.

As payments teams make the case for modernization as part of the DX
journey, they must also assure stakeholders that AI adoption can take
place in phases with measurable impact.

Beyond that, payments modernization is becoming as much about the use
of AI and automation as it is about speed. The problem is AI is a doubleedged sword for banks. Bank technology teams are at once enamoured
with intelligent, cognitive automation and yet concerned that they won’t
have the technical or budgetary resources to handle long-term strategy.
In 2018, less than 35% of banks reported having a budget of $1 million+
for AI investment. Executives across industries named cost, immaturity
of technologies, and regulatory implications as the key prohibitors to
AI investment.

As with most enterprises, AI adoption begins first by adding intelligence
and automation to optimize specific tasks before moving on to transform
related processes and finally entire systems.
In payments modernization efforts, it’s a good idea to begin by mapping
the use of AI and automation to early tasks, midterm processes, and
long-term systems. As an example, in the early days, analytics monitoring
might be used to identify errors in payment instructions, sending up basic
alerts. Down the line, systems could recommend fixes, eliminating some
of the manual process involved. In the longer term, machines could be
deployed to detect, fix, and implement payment instruction changes,
sending reports to humans for final review. In all cases, straight-through
processing would be streamlined a bit at a time.

Adoption of Intelligent Automation is a Phased Process:

1

Automation
of tasks based
on rules

2

Automation of
related tasks driven
by intelligent models

3

Automation of a process or
a series of related activities
with human oversight
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4

Automation of an ecosystem
of related processes with
limited human involvement
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Rise of a “Payments Fabric” –
IBM Builds a New Ecosystem to Tackle the Hard Realities
The FI Challenge:
With Canadian payment modernization underway, banks are challenged to rethink their strategies to prepare for new rails, faster systems, and
collaboration. The decisions they must make are vast, ranging from potentially replacing existing payment processing platforms to integrating analytics and cognitive
automation for improved operations. Financial institutions should seek to address this myriad of change as holistically as possible.

IBM’s Vision for Canada’s
Payments Ecosystem
FinTechs
Traditional
Canadian Banks

Payments
Processors

IBM’s Payment Fabric Approach
IBM aims to holistically cover the bases for modernization with IBM
Payments Centre — Canada (IPCC), a cloud-based “payments fabric”
approach that looks to:

>> Centralize and unify processing for all payment types
>> Enable simpler connectivity to new rails

Non-Traditional
Financial
Institutions

IBM Payments
Centre – Canada

>> Facilitate an ecosystem that allows banks and fintechs to
freely collaborate

>> Incorporate IBM’s advanced analytics to unleash new dataCredit Unions
and Other
Indirect Clearers

Clearing & Settlement
Mechanisms (CSM)

New CSMs (e.g. Blockchain)

driven payments services and manageability

>> Leverage the cloud as a platform for phased transformation
and collaboration

>> Provide advisory services to assist in design and phased migration
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The IBM Payments Centre – Canada (IPCC)

Payments Advisory
& Integration
Services

Value-Added Payments
& Data Services

PAYMENTS

High-Value
Payments

Real-Time
Payments

Wires

(Public, Private, Partner)

Liquidity
Management

AFT/Cheque

Risk
Management
& Compliance

Standard batch and real-time API
integration with ecosystem players

Advanced
Analytics

IBM
Payments Centre
Canada

API
Management

Bulk Data
Transmission &
Real-Time API Services

Fully managed payments processing
technology and operations services

Cash
Management

Low-Value
Payments

Blockchain
Services

The Benefits

Business
Processes
Automation

Safer
Payments

S E RV I C E S

Payments advisory and systems
integration services

Cognitive/
AI

Managed Payments
Operations Services
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Value-added services such as AI,
anti-fraud, analytics and reporting
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Tackling the 10 Hard Realities
How IPCC Helps Canadian FIs and Corporates Address These 10 Hard Realities:

1. The road
to ROI

2. Innovation
redux

>	Reduce upfront
modernization costs and
ongoing operational costs
by leveraging cloud-enabled
economies of scale.

>	More than a traditional
payment hub, IPCC covers
every pillar of modernization
from unification of systems
to a collaborative ecosystem
framework.

>	Discover new revenue
streams by leveraging
innovative technologies and
the collaborative ecosystem
to offer new products and
value-added services.

>	Rather than require a ripand-replace, IPCC leverages
existing infrastructure
investments while opening
the door for adoption
of new technologies
with orchestration
and integration.

3. Unified payments in
a siloed organization?
>	IPCC’s cross-functional
delivery approach
breaks down traditional
organizational silos and
helps FIs take a holistic
enterprise approach for
payments modernization.

4. The collaboration
conundrum

5. Cloud dreams
and realities

>	IPCC promotes a
collaborative fabric that
enables an ecosystem of
fintechs and FIs to share
payments services with
each other, and to use those
offered by IBM.

>	IPCC eases the road into
cloud adoption, enabling FIs
and fintechs to engage in a
complete cloud or hybrid
deployment while ensuring
compliance with security,
regulatory requirements,
and operational
requirements.

>	IPCC has established an
ecosystem with leading
fintechs whose services
are already offered in the
ecosystem.

>	IPCC supports technology
transformation guided by
managed services with an
eye on meeting regulatory
compliance.
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Tackling the 10 Hard Realities
How IPCC Helps Canadian FIs and Corporates Address These 10 Hard Realities:

6. Plight of
smaller financial
institutions
>	IPCC’s as-a-service offering
is geared for smaller FIs,
enabling lower-cost access
to sophisticated payments
infrastructure.
>	The cloud-managed
approach drives down
payments processing
costs, enabling smaller
FIs to direct their valuable
resources to offering
a rich digital customer
experience.

7. Fraud fears
accelerate with speed
in payments
>	
IPCC leverages the
IBM Safer Payments
fraud solution, which
applies machine-learning
technologies to detect
real-time fraud accurately
and efficiently.
>	
As payment ecosystems
emerge, it is key to
have fraud built in as an
integrated fabric feature.

8. Courting
corporates
> IPCC enables speed,
simplicity, and reliability
of corporate payments,
providing unified
payments, complete
support of real-time
payments and products,
connectivity for a range
of cross-border payments,
optimized onboarding,
and automation for
enhanced straightthrough-processing.
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9. The road to
interoperability
> I PCC has adopted
ISO 20022 standards to
support integration and
interoperability across
solutions, platforms,
and geographies.

10. Intrepid
innovation is not
always welcome
> IPCC offers PoC sandboxes
that enable FIs and
corporates to explore
new technologies and build
strong business cases to
support an organization’s
growth plans.
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Challenges and Opportunities
1. In bringing a new payments fabric to market, IBM will need to both
facilitate a change in technology and in market financial ecosystem
collaboration.
2. IBM will be introducing a number of new elements in the payments
ecosystem all at once — analytics, intelligence, and automation. There
will be plenty of market outreach needed.
Preparing for payment modernization is not a simple undertaking, but
it can be streamlined. IPCC seeks to bring simplicity, scalability, and
openness to carry financial institutions through each phase of the
modernization journey.
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